
 Acrobatics Syllabus for Dance Arts  
 
 

Youth: (Level 1-3 in gymnastics or Lower) 
Working On: 
    -       Baby Handstand 
    -        Forward Rolls on Cheese Mat ONLY 
    -        Candlestick/Backward Roll on Cheese Mat ONLY 
    -        Seal/Cat(Child's pose) 
    -        Baby Split introduction 
    - Shoulder Flexibility  
    -        Baby Bridge (Including Rock N Rolls) 
    - Arabesque (Holding Barre/Wall/Mat) 
Perfecting: 
    -       Handstand on wall 
    - Arabesque off Wall (Lever In and Out) 
     -       Forward Rolls without using hands to stand up/on floor) 
     -       Candlestick position 
     -       Bridge with shoulders over hands 
     - Cartwheel (One side) 
     -       Starting posture with one foot in tendu and arms reaching forward 
 
 
 

Beginning: (Level 1-3 in gymnastics) 
Working On: 

- Handstands on Wall 
- Forward Rolls on Cheese/Ground 
- Backwards Roll 
- Knowledge of Hollow/Arch Body Positions 
- Round-Off Drills 
- Backbend (Bridge) kick over 
- Slow Back Handspring (Heavy Spot) 
- Starting posture with one foot in tendu and arms reaching forward 

Perfecting: 
- Cartwheels (On both sides) 
- Handstand off Wall 
- Forward Rolls on Ground 



- Pre Splits/Full Splits 
- Bridge Recover (With Arms By Ears) 
- Working on Handstand to Front Limber (Bridge) 
- Starting posture with one foot in tendu and arms reaching forward 

 
 
 

Beginning/Intermediate: (Level 1-3, 4-6) 
Working On: 
*Previous skills met and perfected 
     -       Handstand shoulder shrugs upside down on wall 
      -       Forward Roll to Cartwheel 
      -       Backwards Roll to Push up 
      -       Grasp of Hollow/Arch positions 
      -       Cartwheel off panel mat with quick hands 
      -       Bridge Recover 
      -       Handstand (Hold for 10-20 Seconds) 
      -       Round-Off 
      -       Starting back-handsprings (Heavy-Medium Spot) 
      -       Chin/Elbow Stands 
Perfecting: 
      -     Handstand blocks on ground 
       -     Squaring Splits (R/L/Middle) 
       -     Bridge kickover/Recover (Non-spotted with Développé with head in line) 
       -     Complete understanding of Hollow/Arch with Holds 
       -     Confidence of bending backwards with arms above head 
 
 

Intermediate: (Level 4-6 in Gymnastics) 
*Previous skills met and perfected 
 
Working on: 

- Unassisted Back Walkover (with straight legged split) 
- Able to effectively hold a handstand (20-30 seconds) 
- Squaring hips in Splits (R/L/Middle) Effectively able to HOLD 
- Squared off cartwheel with straight legs and ending arms by your ears 
- Back Handspring (Light Spot) 
- Back Extension Roll to stand on Cheese 
- Aerials off Panel Mats 

Perfecting: 
- Working on spotted back handspring 
- Working on front walkover (Assisted) 
- Perfecting the Round-Off 



- Aerials off panel mats 
- Back Extension Rolls Stepout, Snapdown rebound 

 
 

Intermediate/Advanced: (Level 7-Elite) 
*Previous skills met and perfected 

 
Working On: 
      -     Above skills met and perfected 

- Unassisted Back Walkover (with straight legged split) 
- Able to effectively hold a handstand (20-40 seconds) 
- Squared off cartwheel with straight legs and ending arms by your ear 
- Back Handspring (Medium-Light Spot) 
- Back Extension Roll Step out to Backwalkover 

Perfecting: 
- Back handspring 
- Front walkover (Assisted) 
- Perfecting the Round-Off Rebound 
- Working Aerials off panel mats 
- Back Extension Rolls 

 
Advanced: (Level 7- Elite) 
*Previous skills met and perfected 
 
Working On/Perfecting: 

- Unassisted back handspring 
- Round off back handspring  
- Standing Back Tucks 
- Unassisted aerials (Front/Side) 
- Working on Layouts and twisting (with HEAVY Spot) 

 
 
 


